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Abstract
In this paper, we study automatic recognition and counting of vehicles in the wild. For this problem, we tested
several object detection models for car type recognition among five classes: Bicycle, Bus, Car, Motorcycle,
Truck, Van. We extend existing dataset in order to balance classes and achieve classification quality for detected
cars with 92% mAP.
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1. Introduction

Fast traffic detection and counting is a general approach for planning and analytic in traffic management
intelligent systems. In many cases, the desire is to increase the level of details by additional categoriza-
tion of vehicle types and make it fast enough to process a lot of cameras around the city. This allows
a more robust analysis and profiling of users of the transportation infrastructure. This is necessary for
assessing the effects of possible modifications in the existing controlling system.

There are exist several of different types of techniques in which can be used sensors (e.g., the MAVE-
L product line of AVE GmbH1, traffic counters from SICK GmbH2), cameras to recognize vehicles.
In case of sensors require laborious installation and a significant amount of costly hardware, however,
cameras are widely used for speed detection, lane intersection detection etc. (e.g., in Moscow around
200,000). The benefit is obvious: installing additional a framework or updating it to an existing solution
in a large city will be cheaper. That’s we choose as an objective task object detection.

However, the reliability of camera-based technologies may depend on environmental factors, such
as poor lighting, weather conditions, or changes in viewing angle, and therefore the system developed
must be resistant to such changes. As well as we need an accurately annotated balanced sets of images
or video, which is another challenge.

We observed the most recent state-of-the-art object detection methods. You only look once (YOLO)
[1] is an object detection system targeted for real-time processing and has a quite balanced trade-off
between accuracy and speed, which allows us to process images in real-time. As was mentioned before,
we used the Single Shot Detector (SSD) [2] based on MobileNetv2 with default parameters and with
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replaced Conv1x1 to the dimensional reduction layer as were proposed in Adaptive Mixture of Low-
Rank Factorizations for Compact Neural Modeling (ALRF) [3], which compressed the whole network
by 40%, but made it more sensitive to the angle of the camera. In further work, we want to compress
models to make it even smaller and faster, because Nvidia closed commercial use of their Geforce
GPUs and now if you should buy a brand new Tesla, so we need to compressed network.

Vehicle Classification is done differently with object detection because we don’t have boxes an-
notation for parsed images3. We used deeper classes: typical car, firetruck, taxi, police, ambulance.
This approach provides essential information about the area of the camera and can help control traffic
depending on these special classes.

Vehicle counting is carried out using the virtual line method. This virtual line acts as a counter from
which the count is updated. For each vehicle that enters into the frame and crosses the virtual line, the
count is incremented. The classification and counting results are shown below, along with their counts.
So the pipeline is obvious, we detect a car, then classify it, then count intersection.

2. Related works

Following the idea proposed by [4], the potential solutions for crowd scenes analytic can be classi-
fied into three categories: detection-based methods, regression-based methods, and density estimation-
based methods. By combining deep learning, the CNN-based solutions show strong ability in this
task and outperform the traditional methods. Detection-based method’s pipeline is comprising fore-
ground extraction, target localization, tracking, and trajectory classification. Regression-based meth-
ods are aiming at learning a regression function using features of detection regions and exploit that for
counting. Density estimation-based methods track a set of features of target objects and cluster their
trajectories for counting them.

For object detection task there are exist a lot of CNN based approaches, that can give you state-of-
the-art accuracy as well as performance. It has a lot of benefits against author approaches because we
can extract a lot more information from that. However, their performance depends on the scenarios
where they are used. In [5] one of the major challenges to using aerial images to accurately detect cars
and count them in real-time for traffic monitoring purposes. Authors showed that YOLO generalizes
pretty good (quality 98.81%) even in that camera angle. And it took them 0.057 ms for one image with
Geforce GTX 1080.

For the classification task, in [6] they compare several methods for classification different car brand,
type, name and reached 87.6% accuracy on the Stanford Cars-196 dataset. Another classification and
car recognition method [7] showed that if we detect with SSD then classify using two methods (Resnet
in their work) it shows 98,36 % accuracy against SSD to classify object (90% accuracy), even using
huge VGG[8] architecture within.

3. Dataset

The main goal is to build a dataset that it can give us a better generalization of model, higher balanced
classes. Because in most common dataset class - "car" means all cars. We collected:

• Images from fans web-site4, this data provide us around 180,000 images of police and ambulance.

3http://avto-nomer.ru/
4http://www.policecarwebsite.net/
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Figure 1: Examples: (a) ambulance; (b) police; (c) special services; and, (d) typical car.

• Videos from audio dataset5, which provided us a firetruck and ambulance images.

• The biggest one we claimed from number plate web-site6. The classes distribution:

- Police car 37,603

- Typical car 131,225

- Taxi 41,326

- Firetruck 9,263

- Ambulance 22,020

- Other special services 33,577

- Vehicle’s brand and model name as addition feature.

Clearing, re-downloading, optimizing, annotating still in process, because we have a lot of images.
But this data is still has lack of night or evening pictures. Examples are shown in Figure 1.

For testing, we used video from Belgorod city. Which are not annotated for counting and detection
task, but gives us understanding how our algorithm performs in the wild because of consist of 3 different
types of weather, parts of a day, angles.

We want to mention that we do not provide any counting values nor train, validation and test splits
because of annotation still in process. But if we get something new, we split it by 70-20-10 % for each
category.

4. Methods

4.1. Classification

After collecting data we started to annotate it in a semi-supervised manner using DenseNet[9], which
seemed pretty balanced for the size and robustness. To achieve better accuracy we used pre-trained
imagenet model. The results are shown in Figure 2.

5http://tiny.cc/3ucx8y
6http://avto-nomer.ru/



Figure 2: Confusion matrix of testing part of our data with DenseNet, mAP - 92%

4.2. Object detection

In the first we started to train the MobileNetv2[10] based SSD network with OpenImagesDatasetV2,
image-size 512x512. This gave us an understanding of where to go next and whether a network trained
on a common angle will behave on a specific one. Fig. 3-(b). In general, this algorithm showed a
good result, despite the fact that class confidence was low. But we consider the specific position of the
camera in that result.

Than we started to optimize SSD network by replacing Conv1x1 layers to the special layer in which,
authors propose to use an unnormalized learned mixture of low-rank factorizations with mixing weights
calculated adoptive based on the input. More specifically, denoting the input by ℎ and the number of
mixture components by 𝐾 and decompose a large weight matrix by:

𝑊 (ℎ) =
𝐾
∑
𝑘=1

𝜋𝑘(ℎ)𝑈 (𝑘) (𝑉 (𝑘))
⊤

where 𝜋 (⋅) ∶ ℝ𝑛 → ℝ𝐾 is the function which maps each input to its mixture coefficients, an 𝑈 (𝑘) ∈
ℝ𝑚×𝑑/𝐾 , 𝑉 (𝑘) ∈ ℝ𝑛×𝑑/𝐾 . This is evidenced by rewriting 𝑊 = [𝜋1𝑈 (1),… , 𝜋𝐾𝑈 (𝐾 )] [𝑉 (1),… , 𝑉 (𝐾 )]

⊤
.

In our case, 𝜋 is the sigmoid function, but it can be a small neural network. However, it leads us to
the limitation of this method, so we have three parameters in each new layer (at least 27 of them): the
rank of decomposition, number of pairs (𝑈 (𝑘), 𝑉 (𝑘)), size of 𝜋 function hidden layer. And that leads us
to the main limitation of these methods if we compare it to other methods. In Fig. 3-(c), we showed
the result of it, unfortunately, to make it show at least something, we low our thresholds to the lowest
value. Seems that it over-fitted to the OpenImagesDataset.

At this stage of work, YOLOv3[1] was chosen as our final algorithm because it has few incremental
improvements on YOLOv2. For example, a better feature extractor, DarkNet-53 with shortcut con-
nections as well as a better object detector with feature map upsampling and concatenation. And it is
published as a 2018 arXiv technical report with more than 200 citations. t was widely tested and showed
robustness on various computer vision tasks, benchmarks and datasets. In Fig. 3-(a) we showed the
result of it. With image-size 512x512 it can detect small objects in real time (36 fps on my Geforce
GTX 1060).



4.3. Object counting

The existing video-based vehicle counting systems usually apply various algorithms to count vehicles,
such as setting baselines [11]. Based on virtual line detection is suitable for counting vehicles with high
speed. In traffic congestion, the vehicles are close to each other and move at a low speed; thus, there is
a greater risk of counting two adjacent vehicles as one. That why tracking is the necessary part of the
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Vehicle counting
Result: dictionary of objects and their counts
Input: frame, line or mask, detector algorithm;
while frame is not None do

Update all the existing vehicles;
if any of the matches fits this vehicle then

Nearest point to the vehicle (tracking);
else

Update value that we haven’t seen the vehicle in recent frame.
end
Add new vehicles based on the remaining matches;
Count any uncounted vehicles that are past the divider and check frame seen vehicle;
Remove vehicles that have not been seen long enough;
if max unseen frames ≤ frames since seen then

remove vehicle from base;
else

continue;
end
print info;
Stream it to the web-page;

end

Where things become difficult:

1. There are more than one lanes per direction. Therefore, it is quite possible that two cars fit
through the region of interest at the same time thus creating just one path. Even worse, a car
can be masked by a bus (be behind it) and never be counted. The only way to counteract this
is to repeat the same ultra-simple "counting" process at multiple points, but it not worth the
computation speed.

2. The virtual line can be intersected in different places, angles etc.
3. Its hard to understand where we should put the line or mask points.
4. Finding and interpolating vehicle’s points are not effective, better to use smart tracking.
5. The counting accuracy in the daytime scenario is higher than that in the nighttime scenario, which

coincides with the expectation. The uniformity of illumination in the daytime is higher than that
in the nighttime. Thus, the risk of a vehicle being blended into the background at night is much
higher than in the day.

6. Small objects (our tracking limit).
7. Make it efficient for the classification (in the process).
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Figure 3: Results of object detection: (a) pre-trained YOLOv3; (b) trained SSD; and, (c) trained SSD
with ALRF;

5. Results and Analysis

In our work, we tried to apply the easiest, fastest, and most accurate models in the field of object
detection. But the most accurate and accurate result showed us YOLOv3 as evidenced by his fast on the
pre-trained ’fast’ model. We also showed that although ALRF shows a serious degree of compression
for the popular MobileNetv2 architecture for small datasets, but for more complex tasks, it requires a
smarter approach to selecting hyper-parameters.

When we trained the classification faced the limited angle of the objects, as well as for detection,
and as a consequence of the generalization of the models, so we decided to collect own dataset and
annotate it in order to improve the quality of the model and the final validation of the work.

For the counting task, in general, the algorithm shows itself very well, although there are some
inconveniences connected with the limited models and the lack of a GUI for marking virtual lines and
a mask. Examples of our system in work are shown in Figure 3.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

Information about traffic flows is important in modern cities. They can be used for vehicle detection,
counting and monitoring tasks. Based on state-of-the-art sequential image processing technologies we
showed a good quality at specific corners of the camera. But in order to increase the quality, we began
to collect and annotate our VehiclesIntheWild (VIW) dataset. It will cover the following tasks of the
brand and types of cars, their number in a certain area on the video. We also plan to integrate smart
tracking into our counting algorithm and make it more robust, as well as develop a convenient interface
for marking lines or areas. The biggest challenge awaits us in the future is the nightly data. But in recent
times, many interesting architectures have been shown for generating data using the GANs (Generative
adversarial network).
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